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An Action RPG at its core, I Shall Remain combines role-playing elements with survival and strategic aspects, and creates a
blend never before seen. Through complex, real-time character progression and RPG system, over a hundred abilities to learn
and upgrade, dozens of weapons and enhancers, thousands of Infected, over twenty mutations, tens of NPCs and teammates,

within a twenty-plus hour long story campaign, ISR offers plenty for everybody.

I Shall Remain is a Post Apocalyptic Action Role-Playing game with survival aspects. Set in an alternate history at the end of the
Second World War, when Nazis managed to release a deadly virus over US territory, the game tells the story of two brothers and

their intricate relation with the apocalyptic world that emerges in the wake of the disastrous Z0M81 pandemic.

Discover the truth about the infection and decide the future of the human race. Experience the story-driven, immersive
gameplay enhanced by a dynamic real-time day-night system and the mood affecting weather system. You get to share your

journey with as many as 7 other AI controlled teammates, each with their own story to tell, encounter multiple NPCs, traders
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and trainers and thousands Infected that you'll have to battle using over 30 weapons, from baseball bats to automatic machine
guns and flame throwers and, from time to time, even tanks.

Weapons - The weapons in I Shall Remain are grouped in categories. We have melee weapons (knives, baseball bats, planks,
crowbars), small weapons (pistols, submachie guns), rifles (shotguns, different kinds of rifles) and heavy ones (heavy machine

guns, flamethrower, bazooka). The total number of weapons is over 30 with each weapon having at least 4 levels of
configuration each level giving you different effects the weapon can have over the enemies and yourself when used or equipped.

Ammo can as well be imbued with serum for additional damage.

Throwables - Aside weapons the player can throw grenades and plant mines for infected to step on and explode.

Pickables and explosives - The player can also pickup certain objects like barrels, crates and even other NPCs to carry and help.
Some of the objects while not necessarily pick-able (some barrels are both packable and explosive) can be shot and they will
explode allowing you to kill lots of infected without using resources. while others can be used to barricade yourself in small

confined spaces.

Controllables - From time to time the game offers the player the possibility to enter tanks or other vehicles and use their
weapons to defend himself or a larger area. Is up to the player to decide whether to use them or not and for how long.

Buildings - Many unique buildings throughout the city to explore, each you can use differently, find cover in or loot. There's a
level of risk associated with entering an unknown building as well so you should be careful when doing so.
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Character progression - In I Shall Remain the player gains experience as a result of taking actions. Each action in game,
whether is shooting a monster, repairing a weapon or simply running will award the player with experience points in attributes

and skills. The way you play the game will define what kind of character you are.

Doctrines - In I Shall Remain doctrines enable your character to improve your attributes and skills or give you new abilities.
Each doctrine could be upgraded each upgrade increasing doctrine’s effects or even add new ones. Currently there are up to 128

doctrines in the game.

Economy - Serum is the center pylon of the game economy system and the exchange currency. Within the game there are
various traders that you can interact with by selling or buying items such as weapons, doctrines, medical kits, water,

ammunition, scraps, ammo and lantern batteries. Certain traders will also offer you special kind of services (buy ammo, increase
your skills level or advance skill ranks).

Quests - Like mostly everything in I Shall Remain, quests tend to resemble real-life scenarios thus everything is in to serve the
purpose of the world and the story. That being said, most quests in I Shall Remain are story related but perhaps as much as 50%

don’t relate to the main story branch. That's why, defining detailed side quests and stories became an important tool for us to
allow the player to immerse himself into the game world and make it more believable.

Dialogs - The Discussion/dialog system in I Shall Remain is fully dependent on your choice thus drastically shaping the way
your experience develops. Whole side story branches might never be touched if the player chooses not to.
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Infection - The Virus is actually the main villain in the game. Everything happens because of it and you will have to deal with it
on a daily basis. You cannot cure it but you can always reduce it so it won’t affect your skills and your character performance.

For that not to happen though, you will always need to have a steady flow of Serum.

Tiredness - Tiredness determines how much fatigue your character gathered, increased levels of tiredness affecting your health
and stamina regeneration rate as well as your chances of aiming correctly. Make sure you always take time to regularly rest

inside a building out of any outside influence the weather being the main factor for it.

Scavenging - Throughout the game there are hundreds of places you can scavenge for resources, you just have to find those
places and take the time to actually run the scavenge operation.

Repairing - Every weapon in the game has a wearing off factor which determines how much you can actually use it until it
breaks. There’s multiple ways of repairing your weapon, from doing it yourself using scraps or breaking other weapons to

having a teammate do it for you or just get it to an NPC somewhere in the city to repair it.

Teaming up - There are as many as 7 special Teammates you can take with you in your journey. Playing alone is always fun and
rewarding but playing with teammates will give you a different experience altogether. Manage them, give them weapons,

increase their stats and choose their path. Is all up to you on what kind of team you will lead.

Senses - There's a certain threshold under which each infected type will not sense you. Walking will make you silent, using
melee weapons instead of shooting ones will do it as well.
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Title: I Shall Remain
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Scorpius Games
Publisher:
Scorpius Games
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel one core 2.0 Ghz or similar

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia 8600 or similar AMD card with support for 2.x shader profile (old Intel integrated cards may not work)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: any sound card with 3D support

English
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The interface could use a little work, but nevertheless if you've played Terra Mystica before you'll feel right at home. 5/5 would
buy and rage at friends again.. this game is a waste of time. run run monsters is better than it !!!do not buy !!!!. Great for
competitive play. Worth the 74 cents I spent on it.. 2\/10
This game is not fun.. Valkyria Chronicles has pretty graphics. The characters are quite lovable albeit having very stereotypical
personalities. The storyline is somewhat appealing until you get to that point where the woman with an ancient magic weapon
shows up (a giant rotating tampon on a stick).

However, this game has some flaws in its gameplay and game mechanics that add up to make the game a bad experience.
One thing to keep in mind when you make a game is to make things clear:
-Can I pass through there?
-Does my grenade hit from my position?
-How do I get to the other side of that rift?
-Where do I have to go?
-When action x happens do I get result y?
-Enemy units can shoot during the player's round when in sight range and vice versa. Should I avoid it?

-You have 5 classes but scenarios force you to use only 1 or 2 per scenario.
-You can deploy a max number of units that varies by scenario e.g. 9 units max. but to get an A rank you have to deploy 2.
-The ranking system uses the number of game rounds as a measurement which means you either play save and have to grind the
extra scenarios to make enough money for weaponry upgrades or try to take as few rounds as possible to get an A rank.

In every scenario you play you have to figure out all of the above by trial and error and a lot of things are counterintuitive.
Here are some of many examples:
-In the first chapter you have to defend a city wall and you have to destroy your own sand barricades so your units can shoot at
the enemy units(who are charging towards the wall) during the enemy's round.
-In another scenario in the first chapter they tell you to always hide behind sand barricades. You win that one by running straight
through the crossfire of 6 enemy units and an enemy tank to get an A rank.
-Oftentimes the aiming guide shows that you can hit something while you actually can't. Aiming guide says your lance(works
like a bazooka) can hit a tank, you shoot, the shot is blocked by a knee-high fence while your unit holds the weapon at shoulder-
height. Aiming guide shows your grenade will fly to the left of a tree, you throw, grenade bounces off the center of the tree,
your unit dies. Aiming guide shows you can hit the machine gun on the tank with a lance, you shoot, it hits the small rim on the
construction that holds the machine gun and is invulnerable instead of the huge target that is the machine gun.

TL;DR On a blind playthrough the game boils down to long sessions of trial and error. Where the errors are caused by the game
mechanics not by your lack of skill.. The game is not ready yet, so still a lot of "rough edges" to be taken care of.
Follow my take regarding the core of the game (no bug related)

Pros:
- Playing with physics is a ton of fun
- Great maps
- Many awesome mods around in the community to add to the fun (i.e Traffic Tool)
- Great engine sounds (as of v0.16)
- Community and Development are engaged. Feedback and updates are frequent.

Cons:
- Due to the tech involved, it's (understandable) quite heavy to run. Experience varies from map to map.
- A lot of loading every time, even when making minor changes (time adds up)
- Cars interaction with the scenario (sand, water, mud, fire, signs, rails, vegetation...) is still quite basic or absent, it could be
much better even if not physically accurate. Many car parts are "sticky" and get stuck easily on other cars\/objects.
- [AI] is quite dumb, so not much fun with that. Adding to the lack of multiplayer you will eventually get bored.

. No two player controller layout for local co-op, you need to play on the same controller or keyboard. Terrible design, skip.
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The game looks good, and is rather creative, but the weapons don't work very well, and the enemies easily overwhelm. The only
things this game has going for it, is the price and that its has no mature content, if you any little kids who you think might enjoy
an FPS game, and you are having trouble finding one without any mature content. Its not a good game. It might have been a at
least a decent game, if the people who created it, had been willing to work a bit harder on it, and do a lot more play testing. It
could also use more weapons and some type of ammo system, since the weapons that you do get, have unlimited ammo, which
would probably make the game too easily except that its too difficult to aviod getting hit by the ememies, or to hit some of them
for that matter.. An interesting mix of shoot 'em up\/bullet hell and fighting game mechanics,raccomanded to fans of both
genres interested in playing something fresh and unique.. What did you honestly expect? Let's get the good stuff out of the way.
It has some fun music, but it kinda gets old when there's only one track playing all throughout the game. It's got a delightful
aesthetic. It's also fun in short bursts, and is a fun, simple game.
Now...It's a tad too simple. And the combat relies on your creatures actually being there, which sometimes they are not, and
you're just screwed. And it doesn't even tell you in anyway that they are out or not unless you look into the rooms, which is
incredibly inconvenient. Not to mention I think it's impossible when an attack is happening. So, click away and hope they are
there. There is a bit of micro managing you can do whilst in combat, but not incredibly so. You can't go full Star Craft, kiting
your foes to death without taking any damage. Also, the pacing just seems a bit off. I'm not sure what it is about it. Could be the
health regen is incredibly slow, basically meaning you just have to sit there waiting before taking quests...doing nothing... I'm
not too sure
It is fun. I certainly don't hate the game, and I don't....neccesarily regret the purchase, but this would be MUCH more at home
on a mobile device where you don't have to sit through it for long periods of time.. Game getting much better. Still really short
sadly, but you gotta actually think at times.. this is an amazing game. I love puzzle games and it's a great one, plus an incredible,
beautiful, sad story with diverse characters.. This game is early access, but I feel like even that wont help this game. I feel like I
am playing something from the 90's. The gun is very slow at firing, which can obv. make a big difference in this type of game. I
can barely last a minute in this game. There is no screen on telling you which button's to use. You have to figure that out on your
own. No music or anything like that. It is way to expensive for this type of game. I simply did not enjoy this game at all...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cCs658tTcsw. Awesome DLC, it is so cool and like so nice. I recommend this DLC so
much. :D. Loved this game. Good story and beautiful scenes, just beautifully made and i'm very impressed. I´ve played a lot of
games in this genre and i have to say this one have become one of my favorites.

Please make all of your games available for mac!! Would love to be able to play all of them.. Really good fun. It's a basic but
very enjoyable and fun indie-game with some strategy elements and appears to be fun with friends for some casual gaming.

Although, it lacks any sense of progression, it's still quite fun and sucks you in to the extent that you just lose track of how much
time you've played.

It may not be everyone's thing, but I highly recommend checking it out.

However, I do have an issue with the $9.99 dollar price tag; at most, it should be for $5.00 dollars because it's not particurally
feature rich, and not a whole ot of people even bother with playing online with the game, if any at all.

It's a dead game in terms of updates; however, this doesn't mean the game is buggy, it seems to be fairly polished with the
exception of weird AI behavior at timesand the fact that the game can be easy sauce when using simple strategies such as only
holding a few planets and "upgrading" them and ammasing a ton of ships just to roflstomp your enemies.
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